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Shooting the Rapids by Winslow Homer

Most people don’t realize how durable a wood canvas canoe is, they assume these boats are delicate and require constant upkeep. Wooden canoes are a vital part of our history – they plied inland waterways loaded down with supplies going in and goods coming out of the woods. They traveled lakes, rivers, streams, and portages of all sizes - high water and low, rocks, log jams, and long carries over rugged terrain. These boats worked for a living, they didn’t rest in the rafters of some boat house. They ran whitewater loaded down with hundreds of pounds of supplies. Wood and canvas against rapids and rocks. The predecessors to these production boats were made of birch bark and cedar. Imagine running a rapid in a bark canoe!

I am by no means advocating a novice paddler drop a wooden canoe into a class II river and get
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educated. The woodsmen of the early 20th century were skilled at reading a river and probably lost a few boats acquiring that skill. The decline of wood canvas canoes in favor of aluminum and fiberglass craft in the 50's and 60's resulted in some very bad habits that were only made worse by today's cheap plastic boats. Simply put, if your feet stay dry while entering or exiting a canoe you're doing it all wrong (unless you're using a dock). Ramming a boat up on the beach and bridging the hull (bow up on land, stern in the water with air under the boat) is bad form and potentially damaging. You wouldn't do it with an expensive Kevlar composite boat, you shouldn't do it with a wooden hull, and you really shouldn't even do it with plastic or metal. I blame several generations of Scoutmasters for not teaching their kids proper small boat handling ☟. Light, small craft such as canoes are designed to support a load while the hull is supported by the water underneath it. Just because a plastic boat can survive being tossed to the ground from the top of a truck and then dragged across the parking lot doesn't mean it should be treated that way. Minor damage will occur and if such abuse is repeated time and again the cumulative effect will be a ruined boat.

The art of reading a river is all but dead. Today's recreational boaters in rental plastic have no regard for the boat and ignore what the surface of the river is telling them about obstructions. They bounce off everything. Again, more bad habits reinforced by the materials used to mold the boats and the marketing campaigns touting them as indestructible. I remember a particular Scout canoe trip into the back country of Ontario where we set up camp several days into the north woods next to a rapid sporting a boulder with a Grumman aluminum wrapper. Indestructible? Not where stupidity is involved.

Care and Feeding of the Wood Canvas Canoe

Your canoe is made using naturally rot-resistant cedar and specially treated mildew-resistant canvas. The canvas is filled and sealed from the outside, then coated with marine enamel paint. The interior is sealed with UV resistant marine spar varnish.

- Scratches do not pose a problem and they will occur with use – don't fret over them, they are the mark of a canoe that enjoys being used.
- Gouges that go through the paint and filler to the canvas need to be addressed. If you can see the canvas it means water will penetrate and eventually rot it (plus you have a slow leak). Seal the exposed canvas with ambroid glue and spot-paint as soon as possible.
- Holes or cuts in the canvas obviously need immediate attention. Long trips into remote areas require a patch kit including duct tape (seriously, it will work for a while), ambroid glue, and some canvas scraps for patches.
- Bare wood that has lost its varnish for whatever reason needs touch up using spar varnish (please don't use polyurethane – it's not compatible and will flake off).
- Cracked or broken ribs, thwarts, or gunwales need immediate attention since they are the structural components of the hull. These can be braced and/or spliced to keep the boat in service until it needs new canvas at which time they can be replaced. (Thwarts obviously can be replaced at any time since they bolt in.)
- Sand is your enemy. Keep it out of the canoe as much as possible. It's an abrasive on the varnish and works its way down between the planks becoming trapped between the canvas and planking adding weight and lumps.
- Water inside the canoe also works its way down to the backside of the canvas where a certain amount gets absorbed. After heavy or prolonged use this absorbed water may cause small pimples to appear in the paint along the planking seams (these will disappear once the moisture evaporates). If possible leave the canoe out in the sun upright (after dumping it out) so that the moisture has a chance to evaporate out the same way it got in. Turning it over will trap it, bake it,
and take it longer to evaporate.

- Long term storage should be out of the weather if possible and certainly off the ground. Even varnished wood will absorb moisture if left in contact with the ground. If outside storage is your only option the boat should be supported upside-down off the ground on two level sawhorses or preferably anchored T posts, covered with a tarp, and tied down to keep the wind from flipping it up in the trees.

Depending on how heavily it’s used and how it’s stored the canvas should last between 10 and 20 years before the boat needs to be re-skinned. Typically the gunwales take a lot of abuse from paddles, roof racks, fishing poles, dogs, etc. All it takes to renew them is a light scuff sanding and recoat with spar varnish. Kids and dogs can put a good deal of wear on the interior (but canoes love little feet and paws). Surface scratches are cosmetic and will not affect the protective qualities of the varnish (4 coats). Touch up bare wood with spar varnish. If left exposed the cedar will turn gray and absorb water under the surrounding finish resulting in blisters. When the touch-ups become numerous it’s time to plan a fall weekend spent sanding and varnishing between football games. If you’ve been good about touching up to protect the wood all you need to do is lightly sand, apply a couple of coats of spar varnish, and you’ll be good for a few years. If you let it go and you’re faced with bare wood, stains, and peeling varnish the only real solution is to strip the old finish, bleach the wood, sand, seal, and re-varnish. It’s a nasty labor-intensive job that us builders avoid like the plague. Since you really don’t want all those chemicals soaking down into the canvas, stripping is best done in conjunction with re-canvasing the hull. A little preventative maintenance every other season will prolong the life of your boat and avoid costly repairs. Even a heavily used boat will last for generations with proper care.
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